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Cosmic Dawn
(First Stars and Galaxies)

Galaxy Evolution
(Normal Galaxies z~2-3)

Cosmology
(Dark Matter, Large Scale Structure)

Cosmic Magnetism
(Origin, Evolution)

Cradle of Life
(Planets, Molecules, SETI)

Testing General Relativity
(Strong Regime, Gravitational Waves)

Exploration of the Unknown
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Extremely broad range of science!



Some of the big SKA Science questions
• The Cradle of Life & Astrobiology
–How do planets form?  Are we alone?

• Strong-field Tests of Gravity with Pulsars and Black Holes
–Was Einstein right with General Relativity?

• The Origin and Evolution of Cosmic Magnetism
–What is the role of magnetism in galaxy evolution and the structure of the cosmic web?

• Galaxy Evolution probed by Neutral Hydrogen
–How do normal galaxies form and grow?

• The Transient Radio Sky
–What are Fast Radio Bursts and how can we best utilise them? What haven’t we 
discovered?

• Galaxy Evolution probed in the Radio Continuum
–What is the star-formation history of normal galaxies?

• Cosmology & Dark Energy
–What is dark matter?  What is the large-scale structure of the Universe?

• Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of Reionization
–How and when did the first stars and galaxies form?



SKA Anticipated Sensitivity

• Proto-type verified performance predictions now available at most frequencies 

• Opportunity for seamless interface of SKA to ALMA capabilities
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SKA Image Quality Comparison

• Between 10 and 100 times the image fidelity of current facilities

• Single SKA1-Low “dirty” snap-shot compared to LOFAR “dirty” snap-shot



SKA Image Quality Comparison

• Between 10 and 100 times the image fidelity of current facilities

• Single “dirty” SKA1-Mid vs. four “dirty” snap-shots, one in each of JVLA A+B+C+D 



The SKA Science Community

• SKA Science Working Group membership has grown dramatically, to > 1000

• SKA 2021 Science Meeting, 968 attendees from 36 countries



The SKA Science Timeline



Science Data Challenge 2 (SDC2)
• Simulated HI Survey

• z = 0.24 – 0.5

• 20 deg2 FoV

• 7 arcsec /30 kHz 
resolution

• 2000h simulated 
integration 

• 1 TB Data Product size

• Source finding & 
characterization

zRA

D
ec

• Illustration of cube (above) is prior to sampling with telescope beam and inclusion of noise
• Almost 106 simulated neutral hydrogen galaxies and 107 continuum sources (not shown)
• Expect up to 105 HI detections with more than 103 well-resolved



Science Data Challenge 2 
Duration Feb 1st – July 31st

• 40 Teams with total of 276 participants, from 80 institutes in 23 countries



And the winner is …  

 

final score  =  ∑
Nmatch

i=1
wi − Nfalse  

 
 

3.5. How to self-score your submission 

The SDC2 team has provided a scoring service, to allow all teams to retrieve a score for their                  
submissions at any time during the challenge. The dedicated scoring service, provided as a              
pip-installable Python package here, allows participating teams to score their own source catalogues             
from any machine by using a simple command line tool. The tool submits a catalogue to a remote                  
server, runs the scoring pipeline described in the previous section and returns a score to the teams.  

The service will be available for the scoring of both the 'development' datasets and the full                
'challenge' dataset. During the start of the challenge, only scores for the ‘development’ datasets will               
be returned. Scores for the 'challenge' dataset will be accessible later on, and will be automatically                
updated to a leaderboard every time a team makes a new high score. 

Each participating team will be sent a set of credentials for use with the service. One team can make                   
a maximum of 30 submissions per day.  
 
 
 

3.6. Reproducibility awards  

 

In partnership with the Software Sustainability Institute (SSI), we will be awarding a set of               
reproducibility awards to all teams whose pipelines demonstrate best practice in the provision of              
reproducible results and reusable methods. An essential part of the scientific method,            
reproducibility leads to better, more efficient science. Reusability generalises this principle to create             
software that can be adapted by others, allowing previous work to be built upon for the future: a key                   
feature of open science. 

Reproducibility awards will run in parallel and independently from the SDC2 score, and there is no                
cap on the number of teams to whom the awards can be given. All pipelines will be evaluated at the                    
close of the challenge using the criteria set out in a downloadable checklist. 
 
We encourage each team to discuss early on in the challenge the overall architecture and design of                 
their software pipeline, in order to identify and agree upon which practices will be put in place                 
during pipeline development. The SSI provide a fantastic collection of guides to software best              
practice; the top five don'ts of software development is a great place to start. Several more guides                 
are linked in the checklist, alongside the relevant award criteria. The checklist can also be used for                 
self-assessment by teams during the challenge. Colour coding is used to indicate three levels of               
award: bronze, silver and gold. 
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• About half of the 40 registered 
teams undertook significant 
analysis of the SDC2 data products 

• 12 teams made final submissions

• Large range of scores

• Score measures both goodness of 
fit for true detections and absence 
of false positives

• Top two teams used non-traditional 
methods, including internal cross-
correlation of sub-teams for winner
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SDC2 Next Steps
• Collecting full submission packages (fully documented, portable and 

customisable SDC2 analysis pipelines) for reproducibility award 
assessment

• Writing up SDC2 paper

• Methods employed

• Relative performance

• Lessons learned for analysis pipelines

• Post SDC2 analysis and follow-up of HPC Data Centre participation

• Securing of HPC support for future SDCs

• Lessons learned for SRC network 

• Investigate causes of team attrition



www.skao.int

We recognise and acknowledge the 
Indigenous peoples and cultures that have 
traditionally lived on the lands on which 
our facilities are located.

Thank you

http://www.skao.int

